LTE Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS)

LTE is the technology of choice for mobile operators because it delivers significantly
higher bandwidth with the lowest amount of spectral resources.
Data was the initial service supported by LTE networks. By shifting data services from 3G networks to LTE, mobile
operators could release 3G resources for voice and satisfy, to some extent, the increasing demand for bandwidth from
its customers. The natural evolution of LTE is to provide additional benefits, for the mobile operator to better utilize
spectral resources, and for customers to get a better experience at a lower cost.
This is the case with MBMS that deliver content to multiple users simultaneously with a fraction of the resources
required by normal data services. Economies of scale will yield a greater value to mobile users who will be able to
receive rich content, such as video, at a fraction of the cost.
For example, during major sporting events and concerts, instead of a single mobile user receiving related video
services at a very high premium and using dedicated resources, LTE MBMS will be able to provide the same video
services to multiple users at a much lower cost per user and using the same amount of resources.

Figure 1. Indianapolis 500 car racing unicast (PDSCH) and broadcast (PMCH) services
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MBMS are delivered by the collaboration of four main
network components:
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• Broadcast multicast service center (BMSC) — located
at the core of the network, managing the interface with
content providers including billing and the content to be
transmitted over the wireless network
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• MBMS gateway (MBMS-GW) — a logical element that
delivers MBMS traffic using IP-multicast reaching multiple
cell sites in a single transmission
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• Multi-cell/multicast coordination entity (MCE) responsible
for the administration of radio resources for MBMS to all
radios that are part of the MBMS service area
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Figure 2. MBMS network architecture
*PMCH: physical MBMS channel
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MBMS provides broadcast multimedia services through
the LTE network combining unicast (PDSCH) and multicast
(PMCH) services in the same LTE frame.
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• The mobility management entity (MME) which performs
the MBMS session control signaling including session
start, update, and stop, as well as delivering additional
MBMS information to the MCE including QoS and MBMS
service area
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Figure 3. Unicast (PDSCH) and broadcast (PMCH) transmissions
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LTE-MBMS radiates the same content to multiple users located within a predefined MBMS service area, allowing all the users
subscribed to MBMS to simultaneously receive the same multimedia content.

Mobile devices

*PMCH: physical MBMS channel
**PDSCH: physical download shared channel
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Delivery
Transmissions from all the sectors of the MBMS service area are time synchronized and transmitted over the same frequency in
the network, also referred as single frequency network (SFN), therefore the resulting MBMS-SFN signal is received from users as if
the signal would be transmitted for a single point.
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*PMCH: physical MBMS channel
**PDSCH: physical download shared channel

Figure 4. MBMS service areas

This MSFN synchronization area is defined by 3GPP as an area of the network where all radios are synchronized and capable of
supporting one or multiple MBSFN areas, over the same carrier; however, each radio can only serve one MBSFN synchronization area.
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Figure 5. MBMS service areas
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The multicast channels within the same MBSFN area occupy a pattern of LTE sub-frames, not necessarily adjacent in time,
indicated by the common subframe allocation (CSA) pattern that is periodically repeated.
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Figure 6. CellAdvisor™ LTE frame analysis — unicast (PDSHC) and broadcast (MBMS) allocations

Performance
MBMS-SFN services are static and do not vary over time. This provides several benefits, including:
• Reduced interference
• Increased diversity
MBMS-SFN is broadcasted by physical multicast channels (PMCH). This provides the following unique characteristics:
• The physical multicast channel can be transmitted in QPSK, 16 QAM, or 64 QAM
• No transmit diversity (MIMO) scheme is specified
• Layer mapping and pre-coding shall be done assuming a single antenna port and the transmission shall use antenna port 4
• The PMCH can only be transmitted in the MBSFN region of an MBSFN sub-frame
• The PMCH shall use extended cyclic prefix
• The PMCH schedule cannot be dynamically adjusted by the radio
In the following example, MBMS data is transmitted over service area MSFN 135 on LTE sub-frame 6 and data is transmitted in
QPSK modulation scheme.
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Figure 7. CellAdvisor broadcast (MBMS) modulation quality

Modulation quality is measured as the level of distortion on the modulated symbols by a metric defined by the standards as error
vector magnitude (EVM), which measures the amount of error or distortion the symbols are experiencing at the user device from
the ideal position.
The modulation quality exhibited by MBMS data has a direct relationship with the service quality received by users. A high
modulation quality or low EVM from PMCH data will deliver high-quality content, and conversely a low modulation quality or high
EVM from PMCH data will deliver poor-quality content.
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Figure 8. Broadcast (MBMS) modulation quality
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The PMCH contains the following logical channels:
• Multicast traffic channels (MTCH) — transporting multimedia
content
• Multicast control channels (MCCH) — transporting control
content such as MBMS sub-frame allocation and modulation
scheme for mobile users to properly receive the multimedia
content
Since the MBMS transmission serves multiple mobile devices, there
is no feedback such as hybrid ARQ and MIMO is not supported.
Therefore, the common control pilot signals or reference signals
are not delivered as RS0 or RS1 for MIMO 2x, since MIMO is not
supported; but logically, the MBMS pilot signal or MBSFN-RS is
delivered, per 3GPP, as if it was on antenna 4.
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Figure 9. MBMS-SFM reference signal
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Figure 10. CellAdvisor MBMB SFN reference signal (MBSFN RS)
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Proper delivery of MBMS relies on the ability to synchronize the transmission from all the sectors in the MSFN service area in order
to create a constructive interference; therefore, it is particularly important to maintain low time alignment error (TAE) among the
transmitting sectors.
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Figure 11. Multi-sector TAE

The following is a measurement technique where the sector identities or physical cell identities (PCI) are set accordingly to the
service radios and TAE measurements are performed in unicast traffic (PDSCH) which each sector transmits its own reference signal.
The synchronization of the sectors is measured in terms of time alignment error (TAE) with the first PCI as a reference.
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Figure 12. CellAdvisor multi-sector TAE
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Assessment
The JDSU CellAdvisor tests LTE MBMS from radios enabled with LTE MBMS, verifying the
proper allocation of physical MBMS channels (PMCH) and physical shared data channels
(PDSCH) in the LTE signal.
As well as the signal analysis, CellAdvisor performs over-the-air analysis from a cluster of
sectors assessing the signal quality, time alignment error, and modulation level delivered
on MBMS, ultimately ensuring the proper delivery of rich services to its mobile users.
Figure 13. CellAdvisor
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